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Report on Intel® Getting Started Master Training 

Zambia 

10-13 April 2013 

 
 

Background 

Intel® SA is working with many African countries to provide Education programmes to improve the use and integration of ICTs 

into teaching and learning activities. The Zambian Ministry collaborated with Intel® SA to receive sponsored master training to 

build ICT training capacity in Zambia.  

 

Overview of Training 

Trainer candidates were teachers from schools across Zambia. The twenty eight teachers reported that almost all schools had 

computer laboratories. Most teachers were fairly ICT literate with just a few struggling at first and then gaining confidence as 

the training progressed.  The attitude of trainer candidates was very positive as they could all see how the sponsored training 

was going to benefit themselves and the teaching fraternity at large. 
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It was not possible to use a school as a venue; hence Ms Gladys P. Sekala arranged the use of Top Floor at the Elunda Building in 

Lusaka. The venue was well equipped with new computers, comfortable seats, air conditioning, Smartboard and projector. 

Internet connectivity was however not stable for the duration of the training. A technician was on hand for the duration of the 

training and was needed to ensure that all computers had the necessary training software. 

 The activity on 21
st

 Century skills encouraged much discussion. Teachers brainstormed what skills they typically teach their 
learners and then compared this with the list available through the course. Teachers found that in many cases they were already 
teaching these skills. The important change however was how to teach better using ICTs as a tool. The Director of Open and 

Distance Education from the Ministry of Education, Science, Vocational Training and 
Early Education, Mr Victor Muyatwa, officially opened the training and delivered a 
heartfelt speech to motivate and encourage the teachers. He went on to say that this 
is their biggest achievement to finally have this training from Intel and SchoolNet. He 
quoted Walter Lockhart, Kate McKenzie and then finally Neil Turner who said that 
“Future generations will thank us for the fight we are undertaking to promote ICT and 
ensure we have a world class workforce who can compete in a digital world.” 
 

Teachers quickly saw the value of using the Help Guide and used this effectively in 

trying to find solutions to challenges experienced. Teachers chose to do the initial 

activities in pairs as this provided a better perspective on how to proceed with 

completing activities.  

The module on the Internet could not be completed at its allotted time due to the unstable connectivity.  The module on 

discovering multimedia was well received and teachers thoroughly enjoyed the activities. Mr Osward Hachitema, expressed his 

gratitude by saying “This is a very good training, thank you very much. I have been following you well. I know exactly what to do 

now. I am ready to train.”  

The training culminated with certificates being awarded to teachers for their participation in the course. 
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The teachers highlighted in green are highly recommended as trainers in the Intel® Teach Getting Started course: 

No Name Surname 

1 FOSTER LUBINDA 

2 NALUMINO NAMWANYI 

3 SIMON S SIMFUKWE 

4 MOFFAT CHIBWE 

5 GLYNISS KAPEMBWA 

6 C.M. ESNATY MWENYA 

7 M. CATHERINE CHILEKWA 

8 C. NGANDWE MUSAKALU 

9 CHRISTINE KAFULO 

10 EMMY MUNSAKA 

11 OSWARD HACHITEMA 

12 MATILDA MALIKYAMA 

13 BETTY WAMULUME 

14 ALBERTINA LUNGU 

15 MUNAMBEZA MUWANEI 

16 GODWIN MUKUMA 

17 PATRICK MWIYA 

18 BLACKSTONE KAOMA 

19 ULEMU MAGOMERO 

20 OLIVER CHIPANSHYA 

21 SUSAN MUBIALELWA 

22 DERICK KAKUSA 

23 M.KENNETH LIKANDO 

24 BEATRICE N. CHIBAMBA 

25 CHISANGA N. CHELLAH 

26 THANDIWE CHUMA 

27 GLADYS SAKALA 

28 YOTHAM MUTEPUKA 

 

Photos can be accessed via http://bit.ly/YWsxXU 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

The training was a huge success and the Zambia Ministry of Education is in a great position to commence with their 

implementation plan for the rollout of the Intel® Teach Getting Started course. The workshop was well organised despite the 

difficulties of communicating across International borders. 

SchoolNet would like to recommend the following to further enhance future training interventions: 

 Trainer candidates should participate in the course prior to the master training. This will ensure that only ICT literate 

candidates then attend the master training. The master training will then explore characteristics of being exceptional 

trainers rather than focusing on initial ICT competence. 

 Internet connectivity is important as the modules on the Internet are considered by teachers as most useful for 

immediate use. 

Omashani Naidoo 

SchoolNet South Africa 

www.schoolnet.org.za 

April 2013      
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